Iridium-Catalyzed Synthesis of Substituted Piperazines

**Significance:** Reported is the preparation of substituted piperazines by an iridium-catalyzed alkylation of amines with vicinal diols. Using a catalyst system composed of \([\text{Cp}^*\text{IrCl}_2]\), either NaHCO₃ or TFA as additives, and toluene or water as the solvent, a variety of piperazines with different substitution patterns are prepared by condensation of readily available primary alkylamines or 1,2-diamines with 1,2-diols. In order to achieve efficient cyclization, at least one substituent on either the diamine or diol is required. In most cases, mixtures of regioisomeric products are reported for those substrates possessing unsymmetrical substitution and, when a stereocenter is generated, the formation of the most stable isomer with equatorial substituent orientation is observed.

**Comment:** The development of efficient and modular methods for the preparation of substituted piperazine scaffolds has a significant impact in medicinal chemistry, as this motif is a commonly employed pharmacophore. This article describes a route for the preparation of these important frameworks, which proceeds through readily available 1,2-diamine and 1,2-diol starting materials. In general, piperazines were obtained in high yield (>70%); however, the poor regioselectivity reported for unsymmetrical diol-diamine combinations suggests that more complicated piperazines will be difficult to access selectively by the current system. In addition, no comment was offered as to whether commonly encountered functional groups or other heterocycles were compatible with this catalyst system.